
Sleepeezee 
ESTABLISHED 1924 

GEL CHOICE 
Staycool™ Gel & PlatinumTM Fibre technology 

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS 

1200 pocketed springs 
in the 150cm (king size) mattress 

Non turn, easy care mattress 

Staycooi'M Gel 

Platinum'M Fibres 

sensifilrM smart fibres 

High density polyester 

Chrome vents 

Flag-stitched handles 

Soft quilted cover 

sensifiiTM smart fibres 

PlatinumTM fibres 

StaycooiTM Gel 

High density polyester 
support layer 

Traditional pocketed springs 

Unique barrel-shaped springs that move independently, contouring to 
your individual weight and shape for optimum support and posture. 

There's no need to turn the mattress over -just rotate head to foot, 
every month to ensure longevity and continued comfort. 

Provides pressure sensitive support that immediately responds to your 
bodx sha~e and hel~ing regulate bodx tern erature. 

Designed to provide superior comfort and support night after night, 
whilst offering increased breathability by wicking away moisture. 

Unique integrated asthma and allergy-friendly fibres that help to protect 
suffers and Eromote a healthier sleeE environment. 

Providing added comfort with excellent recovery and rebound properties 
to give enhanced support. 

Promotes breathability allowing cool, fresh air to flow through the 
entire mattress. 

Flag-stitching gives ultimate strength to each of the handles, making it 
easier to rotate or move the mattress when required. 

EXTRAS: Please see details of our divan base options and headboards. 
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Sleepeezee 
ESTABLISHED 1924 

GEL SELECT 
Staycool™ Gel & Platinum™ Fibre technology 

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS 

2200 pocketed springs 
in the 150cm (king size) mattress 

Non turn, easy care mattress 

Pillow top 

Staycool"" Gel - Dual layer 

Platinum•M Fibres 

sensini•M smart fibres 

Chrome vents 

Flag-stitched handles 

Luxurious pillow top 

sensifii'M smart fibres 

Platinum'" fibres 

2 layers of Staycool'" Gel 

Softech® pocketed springs 

Combination of Softech® and traditional pocketed springs that 
independently adjust to provide comfort and support to all body shapes. 

There's no need to turn the mattress over- just rotate head to foot, 
every month to ensure longevity and continued comfort. 

Provides an extra layer of enhanced comfort for the ultimate, 
luxurious feel. 

Provides pressure sensitive support that immediately responds to your 
body shape and helping regulate body temperature. 

Designed to provide superior comfort and support night after night, 
whilst offering increased breathabili~ bx wicking awax moisture. 

Unique integrated asthma and allergy-friendly fibres that help to protect 
suffers and promote a healthier sleep environment. 

Promotes breathability allowing cool, fresh air to flow through the 
entire mattress. 

Flag-stitching gives ultimate strength to each of the handles, making it 
easier to rotate or move the mattress when required. 

EXTRAS: Please see details of our divan base options and headboards. 
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Sleepeezee 
ESTABLISHED 1924 

GEL PREMIUM 
Staycool™ Gel & Platinum™ Fibre technology 

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS 

3200 pocketed springs 
in the 150cm (king size) mattress 

Non turn, easy care mattress 

Pillow top 

Staycool"" Gel - Dual layer 

Platinum•M Fibres 

sensifilrM smart fibres 

Chrome vents 

Flag-stitched handles 

Luxurious pillow top 

sensifiiT" smart fibres 

PlatinumT" fibres 

Staycoor· Gel 

Softech® pocketed springs 

Double depth Staycoor· Gel 

Combination of Softech® and Softouch® pocketed springs that 
independently adjust to provide comfort and support to all body shapes. 

There's no need to turn the mattress over- just rotate head to foot, 
every month to ensure longevity and continued comfort. 

Provides an extra layer of enhanced comfort for the ultimate, 
luxurious feel. 

Provides pressure sensitive support that immediately responds to your 
body shape and helping regulate body temperature. 

Designed to provide superior comfort and support night after night, 
whilst offering increased breathabili~ bx wicking awax moisture. 

Unique integrated asthma and allergy-friendly fibres that help to protect 
suffers and promote a healthier sleep environment. 

Promotes breathability allowing cool, fresh air to flow through the 
entire mattress. 

Flag-stitching gives ultimate strength to each of the handles, making it 
easier to rotate or move the mattress when required. 

EXTRAS: Please see details of our divan base options and headboards. 
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Sleepeezee 
ESTABLISHED 1924 

DIVAN BASE options 

Sleepeezee divan bases are made to the highest specifications using quality timber and materials along 
with robust construction techniques. This ensures that the bases provide the best possible platform for 
the Sleepeezee mattress of your choice. 

STORAGE OPTIONS: 

Non drawer 

End opening ottoman and 
side opening ottoman storage 
bases available with gas lifting 

mechanism, providing up to 
23 cubic feet of convenient 

storage space. 

.A. End opening base (above) 

,.. Side opening base (below) 

I; j t/.1\ FIRA certified for 
11-L-.--"· _a.;.-•..a 5000 cycles. 
flmlllnlnMtry"-"d!Astoc:illtiGn 

www.sleepeezee.com 

SIZE OPTIONS: 
3'0" 4'0" 4'6" 5'0" 6'0" 
Single Sml Double Double Kingsize Superking 

90cm (w) 120cm (w) 135cm (w) 150cm (w) 180cm (w) 
190cm (L) 190cm (L) 190cm (L) 200cm (L) 200cm (L) 

Non drawer* ../ ../ ../ ../ ../ 
2 drawer* ../ ../ ../ ../ X 
2+2 continental X ../ ../ ../ ../ drawer* 

4 drawer* X ../ ../ ../ ../ 
End opening ../ ../ ../ ../ ../ ottoman** 
Side opening ../ ../ ../ ../ ../ ottoman** 

*Available in 41cm & 31cm. **Ottoman 41cm only 

STYLE OPTIONS: 
Ashford Base: 
Our most versatile divan is available at 41cm**high as either a 
platform top, sprung edge or firm edge***, or a 31cm** high divan 
as a sprung or firm edge. 
Sprung bases are the most luxurious choice of divan base and 
feature a top layer of springs that run from edge to edge. 
These act as a shock absorber to offer cushioned support and 
a softer sleep surface for enhanced comfort. 

•• Height includes castors. 
••• Firm edge or sprung edge not available in the small double. 

Bromley Base: 
Has glides fitted instead of castors for a more modern finish, and is 
a platform top at 40cm high (inclusive of glide). 

Fabric colours: 
Please see our swatch book for our current choice of attractive, 
modern fabric colours. 
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